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Introducing

APPLEBRIGHT
has a new name

“DISHCLEAN”

RESOLVE DISHCLEAN

RESOLVE DISHRINSE

RESOLVE DISHBRITE

RESOLVE OVENCLEAN

RESOLVE RINSE FREE SANITISER

RESOLVE ALL PURPOSE

Pack Size: 3 x 5L
Previously known as Applebright. RESOLVE
DISHCLEAN is an excellent manual dishwashing
detergent designed for use in both hard and soft
water. Exhibiting stable suds and tremendous
fat emulsification properties, it rapidly cleans all
common food residues and leaves dishes ultra
shiny. RESOLVE DISHCLEAN is very economical –
very little is needed for effective cleaning and it
works well in hot or cold water.

ACCELERATOR
Pack Size: 3 x 5L
has a new name
RESOLVE DISHBRITE is a strongly alkaline, non“OVEN CLEAN”
foaming liquid compound intended for heavy duty
mechanical washing. It can be used for utensil and
dishwashing machines and is highly effective in
removing soils and stains from stainless steel, ceramic
and porcelain dishes and glassware. A highly buffered
alkali reserve, good wetting and excellent rinsibility all
contribute to quick, sure, regular cleaning. RESOLVE
DISHBRITE contains a high level of sequestrant which
ensures excellent performance in hard water areas and
eliminates the possibility of scale formation within the
washing machine.

RESOLVE
Pack Size: 3 x 5L
has a new name
RESOLVE RINSE FREE SANITISER is a dual quaternary
“ALL PURPOSE”
based product with superior performance in
sanitising. This product is designed to be used as
a final rinse sanitiser at the end of the standard
cleaning program. RESOLVE RINSE FREE SANITISER
is ideal for use in sanitising previously cleaned food
processing equipment in Hospitality, food and
beverage manufacturing, abattoirs, commercial
kitchens, coolrooms, restaurants and cafe kitchens.
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GENERAL CLEANING

Kitchen

Pack Size: 3 x 5L
RESOLVE DISHRINSE is a liquid rinse aid designed as a
water dispersant and neutraliser for use in automatic
dishwashing machines. The primary function of
RESOLVE DISHRINSE is to disperse the rinse water to
ensure the rapid drying of dishes and utensils.

Pack Size: 3 x 5L
RESOLVE OVENCLEAN is a concentrated heavy duty
alkaline detergent designed for the daily cleaning of
ovens, grills and other cooking equipment. RESOLVE
OVENCLEAN rapidly removes carbonised food
deposits and heavily congealed fats and greases.
RESOLVE OVENCLEAN contains sequestrants, builders
and a highly efficient detergent system for easy
rinsing from all surfaces. NOTE: RESOLVE OVENCLEAN
is not suitable for use on aluminum surfaces and/or
equipment.

Pack Size: 3 x 5L
RESOLVE ALL PURPOSE is an alkaline detergent designed
for use as a general purpose cleaner, degreaser and
sanitiser. RESOLVE ALL PURPOSE is suitable for use in
registered food preparation establishments. RESOLVE
ALL PURPOSE is a water soluble cleaner-degreaser which
rapidly emulsifies, suspends and removes all types of
animal, vegetable and petroleum oils. It is also extremely
efficient at removing greases and grime in industrial,
commercial and food processing areas. RESOLVE ALL
PURPOSE does not impart any cleaning odours.

For more information on the Whiteley Resolve Kitchen Range
visit: www.whiteley.com.au/colour-coded-guide or contact our
Product Support hotline on 1800 833 566.
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